Art Feature by students of CS Academy

The artwork crafted by students in grades 6, 7 and 8 of CS Academy within the framework of the 1OCEAN initiative a program encompassing sustainable fishing, bycatch reduction, exploration of shark and ray behaviors, marine preservation, and ocean education led by Zooreach, exemplify their dedication to promoting ocean conservation. Highlighted below are a few of the featured artworks with their captions.

Elegance in motion: The elegant, sleek, powerful and versatile manta ray, which is also the official mascot for 1OCEAN

Visual ode to the abundant diversity in the ocean: Embracing ocean literacy principle 5

Eternal Reverie: Embracing the vastness of the ocean that surrounds us, a masterpiece of the ocean grandeur.

Choices we make: A visual tale of living in harmony with nature and the consequences we face if we donot.

Sun, Sand and Sea: The ocean dwellers soak in the sunshine on beach day. These marine species enjoy a beach day maintaining the purity of the environment, leaving behind no traces of litter.
Beyond blue water: Ocean, the well spring of life is now not only abundant with life but also plastic.

Earth’s Tears: Melting ice and plastic shores tell a tale of urgent change.

The climate change ripples through marine life, reshaping the delicate balance of the underwater world.

Discover the fun facts about sea turtles while they remind us to steer clear of plastics.

Turning the tide: The vital role of plastic recycling for our ocean. Plastic recycling holds importance not only for coastal states but also for inland regions.
The artwork showcased by CS Academy students speaks volumes, conveying a resounding message that echoes the urgent need to safeguard our ocean. With each artwork and creative expression, they highlight the critical importance of preserving and protecting our marine ecosystems together.

As we bid adieu to the pages filled with colours and narratives let’s carry forward the inspiration these students have provided and continue to do our part in saving the ocean and the planet. Let these artworks serve as a call to action, encouraging us all to play a role in safeguarding the ocean that connects us and sustain us.